Broker Direct Plc
Deakins Park
Deakins Mill Way
Egerton, Bolton
BL7 9RW
Tel: 01204 600 200

Directions to Broker Direct Plc - Deakins
Directions from South, West, and East
Exit the M60 onto the M61 at M60 junction 15, towards Preston, Bolton, and the North. Immediately move to the right hand lanes signposted A666
Bolton; and after forking off the M61, continue straight on the dual carriageway for 3 miles, passing signposts to Bolton town centre, until you come to a
series of three successive traffic lights, at each of which you proceed straight on (signposted Blackburn).
You are now heading North out of Bolton through a mixed residential and retail area, and you continue straight on along the main road, through every
junction. After about 2½ miles, the road emerges from the built up area for a very short distance as it negotiates a sharp valley and climbs to the outskirts of
Egerton.
* Pass the tourist sign to the Last Drop Village on the right hand side as you enter Egerton. After 200 yards, pass the Masons Arms pub on the right hand side;
and after a further 75 - 100 yards turn Left into The Hall Coppice. At the bottom of the hill Deakins Park is directly ahead, on the other side of the road as the
road bends sharply left. Take care crossing to enter Deakins Park.
Follow the drive round to the right and turn immediately right into the car park, which faces our building. Take the steps from the car park down to the drive
and proceed directly across to the steps which lead to our front entrance.
Directions from the North
Exit the M61 at junction 5, taking the A58 towards Bolton. After ¾ mile, at the first major junction, turn left (still A58) onto the ring road. Follow the ring
road for 4 miles, until you reach a set of traffic lights where A666 Blackburn is signposted to your left. Turn left and you are now proceeding away from Bolton
towards Egerton. After ¾ mile, the road emerges from the built up area for a very short distance as it negotiates a sharp valley and climbs to the outskirts of
Egerton.
Proceed as * above.

